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Abstract 
      This study starts from the premise that the European Baroque culture, which experienced specific forms of manifestation 
in Romanian society, was influenced by the XVIIth century educational training. Some important factors in this sense were: 
the Romanian Orthodox faith, the religious feelings and the moral values of society. The interference between the educational 
system and the Baroque culture was a result of the following aspects: the interest of the Romanian elite for European schools 
and books, the graduation of schools from Rome and Poland, and their preference for certain readings and studies. Education 
policy has been the product of the culture and the historical time in which it has manifested. This is the main reason for which 
the present paper focuses on the XVIIth century, which corresponds best with the time when the baroque manifested itself in 
the Romanian space. It insists on cultural ideas that were present in the writings of that time and it highlights the facts that 
were related to the education of the young generation. This paper reveals the connection between the Baroque influence, the 
historical events, the culture and education of Romanian society. Our documentation was based mainly on the notes taken by 
the foreign travelers, on the work of Romanian chroniclers and writers.  
The conclusion reinforces the belief that learning systems should be understood in terms of the cultural influences of that 
specific period. 
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1. Preliminaries 
Far from being just an intellectual and aesthetic phenomenon (Mazilu, 1976), an emanation of the Counter-
Reformation, the Baroque is, as Classicism and Romanticism were, mainly “a way of understanding the world”.  
From this perspective, even if the XVIIth century did not mean a spiritual and cultural unity, “the ambiguity” and 
“the multiple meanings” that this historic period had accumulated over time, made possible for the term 
“Baroque” (Villari, 2000) to be extrapolated even in those places from Europe in which it was less present in 
architecture, music or literature. So, Baroque was present even in the Romanian space, influencing the feelings of 
the people of those times (Mo neagu, 2002), a fact which led to the manifestation of certain gestures, ideas and 
feelings that can be analyzed, at least from the perspective of the alternatives which the contemporary society 
has. The mental atmosphere of those times was described as it follows: “I do not need anything, but to live a life 
without horrors, as it is God’s will; because wherever I look in this sickly country, I can only see people that 
suffer without knowing what came upon them; I am truly happier to be among the poorer people of the country 
and to live a life in peace, than to be a rich man and to live always with fear”. Our approach starts from the 
premise that in the pre-modern Romanian society, the education was influenced by the sensibility promoted by 
Baroque, by the historical events and the religious Christian- Orthodox mentality. Their highlighting will lead 
towards the understanding of the XVIIth century educational system, and implicitly towards finding out some 
solutions for the present day problems. These are going to be briefly presented and only those that can inspire 
theoretical- applicative approaches in the today’s educational field will be underlined.       
2. Romanian Baroque Spirit - Culture And Education 
 As a result of “the chain of calamities” (Cernovodeanu & Binder, 1993) which have hit the Romanian countries, 
everyday life was dominated by a sense of insecurity and by pessimism, which offered the proper means for 
manifesting the Baroque feelings; the ravishing effects of the tragic “events” that were evoked by the writings of 
those times, have also become favorable moments for the Humanistic and Baroque reflections. The manners were 
decaying very fast and the sins were becoming more and more common; “too many things are being allowed, 
people are passing too easily through ups and downs”. Therefore even the literary phenomenon must bear the 
mark of these disorders (Nicoar , 2002). In the Romanian space, there was a certain type of sensibility which was 
expressed by means of two complementary types of discourse: the instructive- educative one, by means of which 
the events that are told lead to the emphasis of the role played by the Christian moral in the life of each individual 
and of society, and the one regarding the human conscience, because the author is focusing upon the thoughts and 
the tragicalness of the human conscience living in a century full of disorders. Before the époque’s religious 
proselytism (Chi escu, 1950), the Orthodox Church had supported “the national identity”; from the church’s 
perspective, the destiny of individuals cannot be fulfilled without the help of family and of the whole community. 
Significant in this sense is the example of building up and of offering riches to the churches and monasteries, a 
gesture that was interpreted by the founders and by the community “as a means to take care of one’s own soul”, 
due to the fact that taking care of Orthodoxy was considered to be as important as taking care of one’s own 
family.   
2.1. The Books and the Scholars – Impulses towards a Moral Life 
The books published during the XVIIth century in the Romanian space had represented a cultural necessity, 
felt at the level of the society, but also a means to set at ease the Orthodox conscience which was affected by the 
influences coming from the Protestant and Catholic churches. Reading books was perceived as a duty towards. 
God and men, and the book The Homiliary was considered to be: “a gift (…), the most important one offered to 
us by God for learning and for the protection of our souls”. The most important role in promoting people’s ideas 
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and feelings was the one of the scholar: he was considered to be a wise man and the author of books; he was the 
teacher, the chronicler, the translator of manuscripts etc. Therefore, his association with the people was not an 
accidental one, nor was the one between culture and education. The scholar was the one that, in one way or 
another, has contributed to the increase in the number of books published in the Romanian principates. So, the 
religious literature was made up of both theological books, and books regarding the Christian teachings, which 
were so useful for the people. Even the historical literature got richer as a consequence of the disputes between 
the boyars’ families, and respectively, between the lord and the boyars (Chiaro, 1929): “each boyar posses a 
chronicle written so as to reflect the events that  he wanted to be reflected”.    
2.2.  Culture – The Mirror of Mentality and of the Rich Environment 
    Among the cultural ideas that were dominant in that period, those worth mentioning are the ones that have 
influenced the Romanian instructive- educative interests: 
a. The interest for history, ages and time. Alongside the interest manifested towards proving the Romanian 
people’s age and continuity and the interest for the discovery and study of the old manuscripts and antique 
vestiges, the ethnical interest (the interest towards an ethnical conscience) was also very important. It was 
supposed to offer answers to the religious and political problems of those times. History had always been fair 
with the individuals’ life. The unstoppable passage of time and the manifestations of “those times” were always 
hostile to humans’ destiny. According to the Romanian scholars, “time” and “ages” are not synonymous; the ages 
have subdued man and “ages do not feel the power of man as man feels the power of ages” (Costin, 1958). The 
unstoppable passage of time and the changes of the ages have proven that “all is only shadow and smoke, dreams 
and opinions,/ What do not people do and what is not touched by decay?” (Ibidem). The changing ages make 
always the human’s “luck” to alternate between ups and downs. This human destiny, in permanent alternation, 
was reflected in the theme called fortuna labilis, that was found in the Baroque creations (Pav l, 2002). If 
everything is transient and the human’s luck is changing, if everything is futile in life, than the increasing 
Romanian interest on what concerns education and culture in general, can be perceived as a means to beat all 
odds.   
b. The interest for science, knowledge and reading.The interest for discovering the human body and the 
surrounding world has manifested at the level of thinking, of understanding their purpose in the world created by 
God. These preoccupations were reflecting the features of the XVIIth century Romanian intellectual which was 
perceived as a product of the quality intellectual education and a scholar engaged actively in moral- religious and 
scientific actions so as to help his neighbours and his community. Wisdom is the one that defines “the scholar”; 
he was described by The Brancovian Anonymous as being “educated, wise and practical” (Gregorian, 1961). 
Romanians have always loved books; their rarity and their ornamentation have offered to them a special material 
value. Reading played an important role in the life of each individual, but the need for each individual to read 
The Scriptures is an expression of the changes occurring at the religious level in the Europe of those times. The 
purpose of all the other books, “the worldly ones”, is to look at our condition of passing human beings that have 
to endure the harshness of life in a world full of temptations, anxieties and conflicts in which the only constant is 
God. Despite the predominance of the religious texts, the translations ensured the need for information which had 
become more numerous and clearer in the pre-modern Romanian society. Translations were not only used for 
their didactical purpose and for building up a moral behaviour (Du u, 1977), but also for the explaining of events 
of national history. Even history had become a subject worth reflecting upon, because the simple enumeration of 
events focusing on a religious determinism disappears and it is replaced by the investigation of the profound 
causes of these phenomena. Important for this was the broadening of the cultural horizon of historians by means 
of diversifying their sources and by studying the Western historiography. The educational act is by itself a means 
for discipline and constraint, led by a conscious authority, based on some strategies well organized. Education, 
preoccupied with the human’s intellectual and civic training, with the molding of one’s soul, cultivates harmony 
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and the balance between all the values recognized by the community. The connection between the Romanian 
society and the European culture had been established, as it was expected, by means of education, of the books 
published and the organized or occasional encounters with famous personalities coming from the European 
cultural environment. All the representatives of the Romanian elite enjoyed these advantages. For them, the 
desire to get educated was born either out of higher inner motivations or out of practical reasons. Enrolling the 
children of the great boyars in the famous Western schools and graduating from these classes have proven not 
only their passion towards intellectual things (their love for knowledge and their passion for reading), but also the 
existence of some socio-political interests, the need of the elite to keep up with the latest things. The fact that 
education can be perceived both as a form of social discrimination and as a means to feel fulfilled from the 
intellectual- emotional and social points of view, can be correlated with the high costs for attending the classes of 
the highly respected European schools. From the perspective of the foreign travelers, this inclination of the 
Romanian elite towards knowledge was manifesting onto two plans: that of the intellectual training which was in 
the spirit of the high European culture, and respectively that of each individual’s passion towards reading and 
knowledge, towards education in general. Thus, education was perceived both as a means of knowledge, and as a 
symbol of appreciating the cultural values. It is obvious that for the sons of the boyars, it was important to 
graduate in the Western world, as it happened in the case of the Greek scholars and theologians and other 
intellectuals coming from the Orthodox countries. For Romanians, the West meant the Polish and Italian schools. 
In the XVIIth century, to study abroad was becoming a custom more and more respected among the Romanian 
elites. An example in this sense is represented by the Cantacuzino and Brâncoveanu families for whom a strong 
education in the Italian schools had almost become an obligation for their members (Ciobanu, 1989).   
    The Romanian young people could study in the schools of Constantinople or in institutions sponsored by other 
Christian Brotherhoods from the Kingdome of Poland and Lithuania, and their journey towards the East, towards 
the places that are representative for Christianity implied that they were embracing their parents’ beliefs. In these 
schools they were receiving education and they were getting also closer to Orthodoxy. A strong example in this 
sense is that of the Steward Cantacuzino, about whom, Edmund Chisthull, the attendant of lord Paget, in 1702, 
said: “he knows a lot about his religion and the profane sciences”; “he knows a lot about politics”, “the lord 
always listens his pieces of advice that are always the fruit of his worry for the country and for the principle of 
honesty” (Chisthull, 1923). The Romanian scholars of the XVIIth century have associated education with the way 
in which people were behaving in society, with the creation of “politeness”, a term that can be defined as a 
manifestation of the educated man in his relationships with others, a display of good manners in the life of the 
community. Beyond its meaning of “a decent attitude”, “politeness” was perceived by the people of those times 
as a set of norms which were ensuring the companionship between the members of the same community, and also 
as “a superficial layer of politeness that once it disappears, it shows the mediocrity, cowardice and rapacity of the 
man that has always hunted new offices”. This detail is present even in the writings of some messengers that 
were delighted to discover in the Romanian space some preoccupations, manners and objects pertaining to the 
cultural environments. The meetings between the foreign guests and the Romanian elite involved in the greetings 
ceremonial, were for them a good privilege to impress by means of knowledge and of the behaviours manifested. 
For instance, in 1652, Robert Bargrave, really impressed, stated that they were greeted “with a great hospitality as 
it was accustomed in Britain, or better yet, as it was accustomed in Scotland” (Holban, 1973). Another example 
from the 1677- 1678 focused on the Polish messenger Ioan Gninski that underlined the fact that at his departure, 
“as a sign of honour, the lord’s son (prince Antonie Ruset), and the chancellor’s son (n.n. Miron Costin) 
addressed him an oration in Latin” (Holban, 1982). There were a lot of mentions regarding the ability of the 
persons involved in the diplomatic process to speak several languages; these mentions were always indicating the 
presence of good manners and of a high intellect. In 1702, the reverend Chishull who was one of the attendants of 
Lord Paget, was very impressed and talked about the cultural activity from Walachia: he evoked the printing of 
religious texts “in Arabic language, and all the other useful religious books which he bought or he received as a 
gift”. And in the writings of Rafael Leszczynski that talked about the messenger sent by the Polish in 1700, he 
evokes “the politeness of his brother (this was Dimitrie Cantemir) that knew how to greet a delegation”. Also, the 
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Moldavian lord asked the messenger if he could “ask for his (Polish) songs to be sung which bring him great joy, 
and also to his brother that knows a bit about music” (Holban, 1983).  
3. Conclusion 
     On what concerns the Romanians’ preoccupations towards culture, one can see that there are several meanings 
offered to the idea of being educated. First, knowledge occupies a special place in the life of the individuals, 
because “there is not anything else that can definitely separate man from beasts and animals”  (Costin, 1958).           
     The interest in the education of young people was constant, but it manifested differently: the elite received a 
superior education, without giving up the specific Christian ideas; the other members of the society have received 
an empirical education, useful for surviving in a hostile environment (in their case, the tradition and the religious 
practices were the predominant ones). Both forms have cultivated values and attitudes like: the valuing of 
humans and their creations, the will for knowledge etc. The main virtue was wisdom; it attracted other qualities 
cultivated by means of education or that could be built in time from the good qualities that one had: bravery, 
courage, mercy etc. School was the main means by which we have managed to establish the contact with the 
great Western currents. With its help, the circulation of ideas and the amplification of the cultural movements 
were assured, and also intellectuals with wide perspectives were being trained. One might also say that in this 
way, the cultural environment had taken shape. If in the case of children coming from the boyars’ or from the 
lord’s families, education was reached by the help of famous private teachers, for the rest of the elite and not 
only, schools had been built, especially schools of a higher level, after the example set by the Western 
universities. Knowledge, wisdom, kindness and the moral-religious behaviour were found at the basis of the 
Romanian society, even though they manifested in different degrees. School was the institution that could have 
trained them; to be cultivated and kind meant to attend  school and to be one of God’s men. Even nowadays, such 
preoccupations must be the main focuses of school; the anxiety of today’s society is as strong as those from the 
past. The manifestation of the Baroque sensibility, specific for the XVIIth century, seems similar to that of the 
present day: there are the same emotional tensions and anxieties regarding our souls and conscience. The people 
back then found their salvation in reading, learning and in behaving in a certain way. Not even the moral-
religious education was neglected. They can be proper solutions even for the society of today. Religion and the 
philosophy behind the principle of good have proven to be useful for the human life, stopping him from plunging 
into a life of sins. So, we cannot take away these anchors from the man of today. 
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